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Scottish Time Travel Romance Boxed Set CollectionNew York Times Bestselling Author Joanne

Wadsworth brings you this Limited Edition boxed set of enchanting time travel romances. Grab this

collection today before itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s gone for good!Come and immerse yourself in this riveting

historical time travel romance boxed set, with three compelling stories that cross the centuries and

bring together lost souls. Includes #1 bestselling HighlanderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Desire,

HighlanderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Castle, and HighlanderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Champion
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I enjoyed all the stories. They told a story about love and conflict. The clans were very bold about

THIER desire to gain power and land. It will take time to read all the other books. Thanks Joanne for

your stories and some history.

Overall, this is a can't miss book set!! I absolutely loved this entire series and can not get enough of

Ms Wadsworth's Highlanders! .HIghlander's Desire:Another AMAZING book from Joanne



Wadsworth!!WOW! From page one, I swept right into this story. I felt as I was truly in the Highlands

along with all of these amazing new characters. I absolutely love that this new series is about

Highlanders that can shift into bears. Joanne Wadsworth nails the paranormal element in

Highlander's Desire. I love how her Highlander books usually involve time travel but adding in the

shifting ability was awesome.Isla is a beautiful, stubborn and proud fae with the ability to shift into a

bear also. She tries her best to avoid the pull of her destined mate but the need to be with him

becomes too overwhelming. I love her quick wit and humor.Iain is the eldest son of the clan chief

and is destined to fulfill an ancient prophecy that will see him help to merge both Matheson Clans.

His tries, relentlessly, to find his mate when the bond between them begs that he find her. She

always seems just out of his grasp and the need may just drive him crazy.The connection and

sparks between these two is amazing, instant and HOTT! I love reading about these two characters

and their adventure. I love where Joanne left this book and cannot wait to read Finlay's book.Thank

you Ms Wadsworth for another amazing Highland adventure! You have a true

talent.HighlanderÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Castle: Amazing!! I could not put Highlander's Castle down. It

was a fun adventure of love, lose and time travel. I loved Anne and Annie MacLeod and their time

travel adventure. They are identical ancestors who meet because Annie MacLeod wishes on the

fairy flag at her cousin's castle that she will not have to marry Alex MacDonald. It seems fate

believes that Anne and Alex should be husband and wife, so Anne is transported back in time to

meet and handfast with Alex. The connection between Anne and Alex was almost instant and you

can almost see the sparks fly. You could feel all of the character's emotions as if they are your own.

As I read each word I watched the story unfold in my mind. I love Joanne Wadsworth's writing and

her ability to capture your attention from the first page. This is the first book I have read by Ms.

Wadsworth but it sure will not be the last! Thank you for such a wonderful

book.HighlanderÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Champion:Absolutely Amazing!!! I could not put this book

down!5+++ Stars!I have absolutely loved this entire series, and Highlander's Champion is no

exception! I love that they are time travel books.When Arianna is pulled through a portal and found

by her ancestor and a handsome Highland warrior, she is injured and has broken bones. The two of

them nurse her back to health, but she is unsure if she will ever make it back to her father who is

dying from cancer. Arianna has no intention of staying in the past, but a certain Highlander may

change her mind.James is a handsome, rugged Highland warrior who is determined to defeat the

reigning champion at the Games. He never expects to fall under the spell of a beautiful woman.I

love Joanne Wadsworth's writing! I feel as if I am actually apart of her book and characters. When

Arianna travels through time, I felt as if I was in the middle of the storm with her. I felt all of the love,



heartache and everything in between as if it were my own. Another amazing story form the

wonderful Ms Wadsworth! Thank you Joanne for such an amazing book and series!!

I liked each book. I learned a lot about Scotland. I learned a lot about time travel too. I would

recommend this book and author to my friends and family.

This book was good I liked being able to read the first book in each series to see if I would like it.

Good highland warriors with equally good romance.

Really enjoyed the box set. Each story was unique with the time travel theme. Plenty of romance

and very little drama.

Great book

The first of the three was terrible - verbal porn with a very thin storyline. It is so thin because

everything is either foretold be seers who even travel to make the future known to whoever might be

concerned, or the characters know per some instinct who their "mate" will be, and they have various

supernatural talents to get them out of anything remotely unpleasant. The other two stories were

better, but the first one (#1 in a series I would never want to read) ruined the whole thing for me.

Loved every book. Couldn't put it down.
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